Introduction

Our Success is derived from our hard work, honesty and our proven communication with our customers.

Customer’s satisfaction is Liberty Building Systems FZC’s goal. Liberty Building Systems FZC has always worked to exceed its customer’s expectations and is committed towards delivering quality products to its customers.

Safety is Liberty Building Systems FZC’s first priority. Liberty Building Systems FZC is operating under healthy working condition as Liberty Building Systems FZC has always considered its employees as its best assets.

With proper HR policies, Liberty Building Systems FZC has always tried to attract and develop new talent in order to create a work environment which is sustainable for continuous growth.
Liberty Building Systems FZC is one of the leading manufacturers of cold rolled GI stud and track paneled buildings, based in UAE.

Liberty Building Systems FZC manufacturing facility, with over 250,000 square feet work area located in Hamriyah Free Zone, Sharjah, has a potential of 5,000 square feet of production per day.

Liberty Building Systems FZC has a work force of more than 250 technicians, which gives Liberty Building Systems FZC a competitive edge in providing quality products & services starting from designing, fabricating, delivering & assembling of buildings in an effective manner as per the intended schedule of the client.
In the construction industry with an alternative product, which has more protection against fire and is built as per the requirements of the civil defense authorities, Liberty Building Systems FZC is entering to the LGS technology in the field of Prefabricated buildings.

Liberty Building Systems FZC provides light gauge steel for frames, floor, joists, panels and trusses to be used instead of conventional wood for the building structure from its in house ‘FRAME CAD’ MACHINE.

And as a result, a residential / commercial facility which resembles those of the RCC structures are in place to be delivered to different sites.
Liberty Building Systems FZC shoulder the responsibility with their clients by providing Light Gauge structure, steel frames, floor, joists, panel and tusses to be used instead of wood for the building structure, as a result an attractive Residential/Commercial facility will come up with strong, safe framework that is built to last.

The LGS system with FRAME CAD is instrumental in the detailing process of the building structure and generates a swift system with which to detail the projects and create accurate automatic fabrication and assembly drawings in precision, which could be updated as and when there is a change in the original plan.
Liberty Building Systems FZC’s CADCAM software is a design package intended for the design and manufacture of the light gauge steel framing. This software is written in C++ and operates as an add on to the intelliCAD package.
Liberty Building Systems FZC is a leading manufacturer of Light Gauge Framing System and provides services for commercial and residential construction.

Liberty Building Systems FZC offers large selection on the design plans of cold-formed walls, stud framing, floor joists & roof trusses. Liberty Building Systems FZC operates its LGS production line in Hamriyah Free Zone, Sharjah, UAE.
STANDARD CABINS

Standard cabins are available in different sizes and configurations. These units can function as offices with toilet & pantry facilities or as open halls where the clients can have options to provide partitions to suit their requirements. These units are mainly used by the site personnel of the developers, consultants, contractors and oil field representatives. These units can also be used for camp facilities for labors & office staff and can be shifted easily and many times.
ABLUTION UNITS

The ablutions are available in different designs, capacity & with/without attached septic and water tanks.

Apart from purchase options, ablution units are available for long or short term rental. Liberty Building Systems FZC can assist in providing cleaning services for the ablutions as well.
Mosques are available in different sizes, designs and their capacity could range from a minimum of 20 persons praying area to any larger area as per the customer’s requirements.
Mosques are provided with Carpet, Mehrab & Minarets.

Dooms and washing utilities can be provided as extra, if there are such requirements from the client.
Liberty Building Systems FZC villas are reliable and durable. These are fast manufactured and assembled at sites and can be shifted many times, if there is a need to shift them from the present positions.
Once when the design and decoration has been approved by the Client, Liberty Building Systems FZC executes the plan without any delay in a very short span of time.
WESTERN REGION MUNICIPALITY Site Offices & Accommodations
SITE OFFICE UNIT – Abu Dhabi City
SITE OFFICES – Mussafah Oilfield
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SITE OFFICES ADNOC – Abu Dhabi Corniche
LABOR CAMP – Ruwais
MODIFIED STEEL CONTAINERS
SAFETY & STEEL

Re-usable Units

The units can be dismantled and shifted easily to another site if required, also can be configured to suit the client’s new requirements.

The expected life span for these buildings is 15 years and more.

Advantages of using steel framing include:

- Strength
- Durability
- Accuracy and Dimensional Stability
- Termite Proof
- Earthquake and Wind Resistant
- Mold Resistant
- Lighting Resistant
- Fire Resistant

Steel Frames Building Standards

The Light Gauge Steel Structure has proven itself over half a century and is currently the fastest growing building techniques around the world.

This system is being used for decades in countries such as US, Europe, Australia, and New Zeland where the coastal conditions are extreme and it offers quality, cost and energy efficiency which can retain over 30% more heat than the conventional building.

As steel has long been accepted as having the highest strength -to-weight ratio than any other building material, therefore, our steel structures are ideal for high risk environments subject to rot, corrosion, high humidity, termite & fire.
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